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the demo files give instructions on
how to get it going. i had a couple of
problems, such as making the clone
files. the first instruction said create

the files, but there was no way to
start with them. i ended up having
to start with a blank template, and
then change some properties and

save it. having done the first part, i
then created the second part. then i
got an error "all of the files for the

project have been modified.
reverting to base version is not

possible.". i figured out why, and
now i have a working hive. i opened

it, and it was a very friendly
program. no tutorial or anything, so
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i just sat and watched the big
screen as the program worked. i
made a maze on the surface, and

then inside. i made some four walls,
and then moved a few things

around. then i made a door to make
a room. after that i went to create
the players. i had several options.
by default it would have 4 players,

but i changed it to 6. i wanted more
players, so the program

recommended putting a template
player on the surface and

connecting the players with doors to
make a full 7 person room. then the

program asked me to create the
goal. i chose from a bunch of

templates, and then created the
goal by drawing lines and creating a
hole. i decided to have 2 teams, and
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had the program setup the
difference by color, and names. i
tested it and played a game by

changing the names. i also had the
team names be the team colors. i

printed the game, and got it set up.
then i went back to the hive and
decided i was going to create my

own version of a physics lab. for this
i used a couple of templates, and
then i created the walls, roofs and
floors. then i added all the items i

thought were necessary. next came
the doors. i thought i would put a

door in, and connect it to the walls
and floor. i built it up a bit. the

physics lab was on the third floor.
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